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The Partnership for Peace (P4P) project
which officially began implementation
in 2021 is supported by Peace Direct
under the Local Action Fund. Our
objective is to drive and support locally
led initiatives to enhance and foster
community cohesion and resilience.
By the

first quarter of 2022 much

planning had gone into intervention
activity for projects across selected
communities in Kaduna and Plateau
states, our five (5) sub-grantees were
now working in thematic areas aligned
to

Advocacy

through

community

entry dialogue meetings and building
safe

Building on the local efforts of the previous year, the Commitment to
Sustained Peace Dialogue through the Victor Abarshi initiative in Southern
Kaduna - Nigeria. Our first objective was to bring all key stakeholders to
a round table discussion. Follow up advocacy meetings were already ongoing to address issues which had lingered and disrupted the peace in
Atyap community which dates back to the season during the relocation of
the local market through 1990 – 1992 which created a major dispute across
several dividing lines.
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Media

for
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for

Peacebuilding,

Communications

through

a

novelty radio counselling and trauma
healing

program

running

initially

for six (6) months. We are also
working

with

Inter-Faith

Community

Groups,

Women/

through

Youth

Engagement Trainings on Peaceful
Cohesion and Communal Dialogue.
Moving forward LEGASI is strategically
positioned

to

further

engage

with

the community and state agencies to
structure Early Warning Mechanisms
and platforms for Transitional Justice.

By February 9th, 2022 the three parties converged for an inter-dialogue
meeting in Kafanchan, Kaduna which served as a neutral ground away
from the home front. This gave the participants the opportunity to accept
or debunk some of the accusations and stereotypes by each party at their
previous individual focus groups sessions. All parties agreed that the conflict
pointed back to three decades of lingering dispute since 1992.

Fulani Aldo’s says, “the peace they have been enjoying for
some time now, especially the freedom of grazing without
harassment, crises or issues and I pray it continues.”
The successes at this stage can
be seen from a bottom – top
approach to peacebuilding efforts.
This has helped to gradually
build the confidence and trust
in the processes and partners.
Furthermore, to create a platform
where
beneficiaries
would
eventually take ownership of the
process towards championing
pathways to social cohesion.
It is notable to see from the

inception of the meetings the Atyap
community members, representative
from both the Fulani and Hausa
community under one roof committing
to collaborate to seek constructive
ways to address cross-cutting
concerns for security and peace.
The highpoint from the joint
advocacy sessions was during
the signing of the “Commitment
to Sustained Peace Dialogue”
which took place at the palace
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of the Agwam Atyap. This one-day multi stakeholder meeting with the Zango Kataf community had
in attendance representative from the Atyap, Hausa and Fulani communities. The women were not
left out as they were seen and heard representing their individual communities and natural groups.
The representative of the Atyap paramount ruler and the Vice Chairman of Zangon Kataf LGA gave their good will speech.

Atyap women leader speaks, “they can
now sleep peacefully without fear of being
attacked in the night,” she ends her speech by
praying for everlasting peace.
The Hausa and Fulani women leaders also thanked the
sponsors of the project that had brought packets of peace
to their community. It was noticeable to see the commitment
from other relevant stakeholders represented in person of
the former Chairman, Zangon Kataf L.G.A., 		
Village Debbo Care Initiative (VD Care) has contributed
to Kudenden and Nasarawa Peace Connect Project, this
forms part of the Partnership of Peace project portfolio in
building sustainable positive behavioural change through
the training of the youth who will serve as catalyst for
change after going through sessions on peacebuilding,
conflict management and the root causes of violent conflict.
It also addressed how best to engage with community
partner stakeholders. Twenty (20) young adults will serve
to take that knowledge back to their community where the
training also allowed participants towards becoming more
tolerant of the religion and culture of others.
The Kukan Kureiya drama team assisted to showcase
through storytelling how people could be influenced to
contribute to violent conflict based on hate speech, rumors
and reacting to conflict where they were not priviledged to

Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) representative,
Jama’atu Nasril Islam (JNI) representative, the District
Head, Zango Urban, the Atyap Chiefdom Secretary, Fulani
Community Leaders (Ardos).
The youths from Atyap, Fulani and Hausa also had their
presence well represented, the local media houses and
the LEGASI team. All parties agreed to abide and commit
to the agreement within the peace pact signed and the next
step was to ensure follow up dialogue sessions continued
to build on this firm structure.
witness the root causes. The type of hatred which comes
through pasted down narratives over the years now forges
the divide between communities. This scenario is common
to many rural and urban communities which have usually
resulted in the segregation and inter-tribal wars which
community member on different divide blindly support.

NETWORK OF NIGERIAN FACILITATORS - NNF
The Network of Nigerian Facilitators (NNF) has been working in various local government areas in Plateau state
focusing at creating platforms to bring women, girls and community youth of different religious groups and ethnicity to
discuss on their community challenges towards finding pathways for peaceful coexistence. Interventions have gone to
interior communities within Jos Metropolis, Angwan Rogo, Dilimi, Jenta, West of Mines and areas prone to conflict in Jol,
Gannwuri, Gimmi (Forest) parts of Riyom.
The Women Inter-Community Peace Exchange Program has served to create a neutral platform for community women
to discuss how best to proffer peaceful solutions to issues in their community. It has created inter-faith connections that
were non-existent due to the hostility between Christian and Muslim communities. Against the ill norms, the women
especially their Muslim women for the first time met with their counterparts from other ethnic groups and religion freely
without the accompaniment of their male partners and discussed openly on some of the issues threatening peace in
their wards.
Over the years, the indigenous Plateau Berom and Fulani have been on two sides of the coin due to the increased crime
rate amongst their respective youths in the form of robbery and kidnapping which have caused unprecedented levels of
mistrust and mutual suspicion. Now, as these women continued to interact through the Women Inter-Community Peace
Exchange Program, they resolved to champion social change as they engage in advocacy and peaceful protests against
criminality and other social vices plaguing their communities as well as engaging the men for their support.

Testimonials
These women have further engaged with the

I now interact freely with Berom women. I

youth in Government Secondary School, West

now know that as women, we face the same

of Mines, Jos - Plateau state through a sensitiza-

challenges and one common enemy. I have met

tion workshop. An interesting outcome was where

other widows from the Berom tribe with similar

one of the Muslim Jos-North trained participants

problems.

‘Maryam Mahmud’ showed up to support ‘Henrietta Moses and Lilian Habila’ in a predominantly

The Ardos (Fulani leaders) now sought for advice

Christian dominated and polarized area to support

on some important issues in our clan. A thing that

these participants who were Christians in carrying

would have been considered a taboo in the past.

out their sensitization in the school. This is a wel-

We are now vigilant and look out for indicators of

comed development as we are gradually witness-

conflict in our community.

ing some positive change in the region which is a
direct result of the NNF Women Inter-Community

Feedback from participants from the Women

Peace Exchange dialogue session conducted in

Inter-Community Peace Exchange Program

January, 2022.

CLICK TO LISTEN TO PODCAST

CLICK TO LISTEN TO THEME SONG #TOGETHER
Aid Foundation ft. DJ Cinch, B.O.C, Annjeremie and the Peace Vanguards
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THE HEALING HUB - LIVE Radio Programme on Trauma Counselling
The Healing Hub is a radio trauma counselling phonein programme airing on Invicta 98.9 FM Kaduna
every Friday between 6:30 – 7:00 p.m. We had twenty
(25) LIVE episodes running from January - June, 2022.
Facilitated by Carefronting, the program was designed
to address the gaps in most peacebuilding interventions
towards
enforcing
Trauma
Education,
Trauma
Consciousness and Building Resilience for beneficiaries.
Trauma affects us in many ways, leaving a lasting
effect to how we perceive life and living and it
further creates deeper psychological and emotional
issues for victims within their own social structure.
For communities that have experienced mass atrocities,
taking Nigerian as a case study the displacement of
families from the North East migrating southwards, we
now have similar cases experienced in the North West.
It becomes traumagenic and when interventions do not
address the trauma, the people have a higher tendency
of craving vengeance, due to unresolved grudges and
a wider manifestation seen in this cycle of violence
which further leads to manifested Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) later in the lives of such individuals.

Healing Hub’ was designed to fill that gap with relevant topics
starting with the primary objective to introduce the historical
perspective of trauma, explaining what the concept and
the types of trauma and how it occurs during a person’s
lifetime and the connection that exists based on individual
experiences. Discussions around Loss, Grief and Mourning
- other key topics covered was on Domestic Violence, its
connection to mental wellness and the lingering effect to
the development of children and the family as a whole. We
also looked at the experience of women who face such
trauma within the home front and how this affects their
self-esteem especially when in an intimate relationship.
The trauma discussion took a definite turn to address
how guardians would interact with children who had been
exposed to some form of abuse either directly or indirectly.

In this part of the world the culture of discussing with a
counsellor or therapist is not popular hence this radio show
gave some level of anonymity and confidentiality.
“The

There was a keen focus on the girl child and the continuous
stigmatization that prevents mothers from speaking out on
behalf of their girls even where there were clear evidence
to sexual violations as the belief is such that these ladies
would later in life find it difficult to get suitors to ask for
their hand in marriage. This is a wide spread belief in
many parts of Africa and has fuelled the inability for
victims to seek justice or the speak up to say the least.
We did not leave out topics on the mental health on men
who are usually bread winners of the home, fatherhood/
motherhood, causes of postpartum depression and suicide.

Muryar Fulani Peace Initiative Network at UNITY FM
93.3 Jos airing “Honande fulbe” - Voice of the Fulani

Advocacy visit by LEGASI and Kaduna sub-grantees to the
Commissioner, Internal Security and Home Affairs, Kaduna

Advocacy visit by LEGASI and NNF to the Plateau
State Commissioner of Police

Catherine and Marwanatu - leading our “Women Peace
Council - CLICK HERE TO READ THEIR STORY

